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ScienceDirect
Auditory cortical maps have been a long-standing focus of

studies that assess the expression, mechanisms, and

consequences of sensory plasticity. Here we discuss recent

progress in understanding how auditory experience transforms

spatially organized sound representations at higher levels of the

central auditory pathways. New insights into the mechanisms

underlying map changes have been achieved and more refined

interpretations of various map plasticity effects and their

consequences in terms of behavioral corollaries and learning as

well as other cognitive aspects have been offered. The

systematic organizational principles of cortical sound

processing remain a key aspect in studying and interpreting the

role of plasticity in hearing.
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Introduction
The auditory cortex sits at the nexus of several distinct

processing networks. It performs an exquisitely detailed

decoding of spectral, temporal, and spatial information

embedded in the ascending stream of auditory signal

representation [1–3]. It is also the source of a vast, but

poorly understood, network of descending corticofugal

projections that are thought to adjust the dynamic range

and selectivity within midbrain and brainstem nuclei

[4,5]. The auditory cortex is also deeply interconnected

with limbic networks that imbue sound with learned

emotional significance [6��]. Finally, the auditory cortex

participates in an extended executive control network,

where attention can powerfully modify cortical response

properties, thus, biasing auditory-driven behavioral de-

cisions [7��,8–10]. The cortical map, sometimes viewed as

a contrived construct derived from coarse spatial sampling

of near-threshold tuning for rudimentary sounds in
www.sciencedirect.com 
anesthetized animals [11,12], continues to provide a valu-

able basis for understanding each of these processes.

Auditory maps retain a fundamental plasticity throughout

the lifespan that enables highly specific adjustments in

the spatial domain and tuning properties for distinct

signal types. Maps represent a repository of an individ-

ual’s long-term history with sound as well as an ingenious

biological solution to meet the competing demands of

stability and lability. On the one hand, topographically

mapped auditory feature representations provide a robust

and stable scheme for decoding the acoustic content of

afferent signals. On the other hand, inputs from higher

cortical areas or neuromodulatory nuclei can override the

biological controls that maintain feature stability and

enable rapid, specific, and lasting spatial modifications

in support of adaptive behavior. A key issue for under-

standing the limits of such systems-level plasticity is to

develop a theory of neural substrates that plausibly

encode experience while maintaining a viable network

state.

One view of cortical maps is that they might represent an

armature upon which functional subdomains are arrayed.

This scaffold enables concurrent processing of different

auditory tasks. It permits sequential operations, and it

minimizes connectional path length in a system where

spatial constraints are severe and connectivity is most

valuable [13]. Interleaved with the tonotopic map of core

auditory cortex are non-homogeneous representations of

binaurality [14], and intensity information [12,15,16], and

gradients for sharpness of tuning [17] or response timing

[18–20]. In contrast, non-primary fields have, at best, only

a coarse gradient of characteristic frequency [18,21,22],

though their thalamic, corticocortical, and commissural

connections exhibit the same degree of topographic pre-

cision as those in primary auditory cortex (AI) [23]. Other

strong expressions of systematic parameter representa-

tions, beyond those found in highly specialized animals

such as bats [3,4], have not been encountered, explaining

why plasticity studies have largely focused on frequency

maps in primary auditory areas.

The easily observable extent of frequency map changes

makes this an ideal substrate for study. However, in

addition to encoding frequency characteristics, auditory

cortex neurons are also sensitive to level, temporal envel-

ope shape, and binaural relationship. Thus, the multi-

dimensional nature of any auditory stimulus makes it

difficult to disambiguate the essential effects on plasticity

given the multi-dimensional representational space of

any receptive field. In addition, learning may induce only
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156
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144 Neural maps
subtle changes in single unit receptive fields that may fall

short of the retuning necessary for macroscopic map

plasticity to be evident. As a consequence, essential

but difficult to assess plastic changes may go unnoticed

and hide the actual nature of the reorganization. The

following discussion focuses on recent observations of the

mechanisms, expression, manipulation and interpretation

of plasticity complementing several other recent reviews

of related topics [24–26].

Modes of map plasticity
Adult cortical plasticity based on behavioral training or co-

release of neuromodulatory transmitters is often not just

linked to the main task-dependent stimulus property but

also affects other aspects that may correspond to task-

covariations or independent features within the multi-

dimensional acoustic parameter space and within the

information-bearing receptive field properties [9,27–34].

In the following we point to a few parameters that have

been observed to be affected by cortical plasticity in

parallel or as a consequence of frequency map changes.

Tonotopicity

Plasticity of the frequency map can be induced by a

variety of manipulations of the environment, the beha-

vioral situation, as well as changes to the auditory system

itself, including associative learning [9,25], release of

neuromodulatory transmitters [115–117], aging [105],

extended exposure to sounds [98], or lesioning of the

peripheral receptor surface [58,64]. In this section, we

focus on the organization and experience-dependent

reorganization of acoustic features other than preferred

frequency. We return to tonotopy in the following sec-

tions in the context of mechanisms and interpretation of

map plasticity.

Spectral integration

A critical aspect of any functional map is the parameter

resolution that the map can provide. This is captured by

the range of parameter values represented by each

neuron, for example, the range of frequencies in the

case of tonotopic map, and the overlap in that range

among neighboring neurons. In the functional interpret-

ation of tonotopic maps this creates some problems since

the frequency bandwidth — or frequency integration

expressed by each site — for most cortical neurons

changes as a function of stimulus intensity and, for a

fixed intensity, that range can vary from very sharp tuning

of less than a third octave to very broad tuning of several

octaves width. Strict, highly resolved tonotopicity usually

is only discernable at response threshold values and not at

sound intensities of natural vocalizations [18].

Extended frequency discrimination training can result in

an increased cortical representation of the trained fre-

quency range in the tonotopic map [9,28,35,36], which
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156 
often is accompanied by an increase in the sharpness of

tuning in the range of the frequency trained or paired with

stimulation of the cholinergic nucleus basalis [28,37].

Spectral integration bandwidth can be increased or

decreased depending on the spatial variability and modu-

lation rate of sensory inputs associated with a behavioral

task or sound-paired nucleus basalis stimulation [38].

Modulated stimuli repeatedly delivered to one site on

the receptor surface increase spectral bandwidth, while

unmodulated stimuli delivered to different locations

decrease RF size [28,37,39,40]. Long-term exposure of

adult animals to broad-band noise also can increase the

spectral bandwidth of neurons across the entire frequency

range [41]. By contrast, raising animals in an enriched

acoustical environment induces a significant increase in

spectral selectivity [42,43].

Animals trained to discriminate between broad-band

stimuli with different spectrally structured acoustic

gratings also revealed distinct changes in the spectral

integration capacity of cortical neurons [44]. The spectral

bandwidth of tonal tuning curves became narrower and

the preferred spectral modulations frequency (the spa-

cing between amplitude peaks and troughs in a noise with

a sinusoidal spectral envelope) shifted toward that pre-

sent in the trained grating stimulus. However, spectral

integration properties in AI were also influenced by tasks

that were not explicitly based but only accompanied by

spectral envelope properties. Animals that performed an

auditory lateralization task that did not depend on the

details of the spectral stimulus envelope also sharpened

their spectral integration. Thus, the bandwidth of spectral

integration filters is strongly influenced by the spectral

envelope of the input stimuli when the stimulus is

relevant for the animal, regardless of whether the spectral

properties are informative or relevant to the task

demands.

Response magnitude

Significant firing rate changes in marmoset AI have been

observed after altering the animal’s ability to produce

normal vocalizations [45]. While the ascending auditory

system remained unaltered, and responses to pure tones

in AI showed normal response magnitude, the cortical

responses to normal and altered marmoset vocalizations

showed a significant reduction in firing rate. This was

interpreted that cortical plasticity can be expressed in

response magnitude changes alone without overt map

changes. These chronic plasticity effects following

altered vocalizations suggest a top-down initiation of

plasticity to adjust specific aspects of the sensory-motor

loop [45].

Sound intensity

The assessment of plasticity effects on response magni-

tude within the frequency map is complicated by the fact

that response magnitude is strongly related to sound
www.sciencedirect.com
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intensity. However, associative plasticity can create or

refine an intensity-specific maximal firing rate [31]. In

animals trained on a sound intensity discrimination task,

population-response strengths in AI following paired

stimulus reinforcement and instrumental conditioning

paradigms, became more strongly nonlinear. Individual

AI responses, as expressed in firing rate, became selective

to more restricted ranges of sound intensities and, as a

population, represented a broader range of preferred

sound levels with higher specificity. This demonstrates

that the representation of stimulus magnitude can be

powerfully reshaped by associative learning processes

and suggest that the code for sound intensity within AI

can be derived from intensity-tuned neurons that change,

rather than simply increase, their firing rates in proportion

to increases in sound intensity.

The primary sensory cortex is positioned at a confluence

of bottom-up dedicated sensory inputs and top-down

inputs related to higher-order sensory features, atten-

tional state, and behavioral reinforcement. Polley and

colleagues [9] tested whether topographic map plasticity

is controlled by the statistics of bottom-up sensory inputs

or by top-down task-dependent influences. Rats were

trained to attend to independent parameters, either fre-

quency or intensity, within an identical set of auditory

stimuli. Rats trained to attend to frequency cues exhib-

ited an expanded representation of the target frequency

range within the tonotopic map but no change in sound

intensity encoding compared with controls. Rats trained

to attend to intensity cues expressed an increased pro-

portion of nonmonotonic intensity response profiles pre-

ferentially tuned to the target intensity range but no

change in tonotopic map organization relative to controls.

The degree of topographic map plasticity within the task-

relevant stimulus dimension was correlated with the

degree of perceptual learning for rats in both tasks. These

data suggest that enduring receptive field plasticity in the

adult auditory cortex may be shaped by task-specific top-

down inputs that interact with bottom-up sensory inputs

and reinforcement-based neuromodulator release. Top-

down inputs might confer the selectivity necessary to

modify a single feature representation without affecting

other spatially organized features embedded within the

same neural circuitry.

Response timing

The relative and absolute timing of cortical responses is a

highly relevant aspect of cortical processing. Information

content carried by stimulus-locked or other temporal

patterns is often higher than that provided by rate-infor-

mation alone [46–48]. Plasticity effects on the timing of

cortical responses have been widely reported. Behavioral

training and nucleus basalis stimulation can enhance the

ability of cortical neurons to phase-lock to faster ampli-

tude modulation signals [30,49–52]. Enriching the audi-

tory environment of animals can result in faster and
www.sciencedirect.com 
briefer responses to sound onsets and with enhanced

phase-locking to modulated sounds [43]. Increased beha-

vioral significance of pup vocalizations in mouse mothers

also results in faster and more precise temporal responses

[53]. Long-term exposure to broad-band noise resulted,

by contrast, in longer peak latencies and longer response

durations [41]. Given the limited integration window for

converging inputs and the wide range of delays, timing

plasticity may have particularly strong consequences

when considering the propagation of information from

one station to the next, a thoroughly understudied aspect

of plasticity.

Sound location

Although spatially organized modules of neurons with

similar binaural response properties have been described

in the auditory cortex of several mammalian species

[14,54], a systematic mapping of sound location has only

been reported in the bat [3]. However, sound location is

encoded by cortical neurons albeit largely in a non-topo-

graphical fashion [2,55]. Training adult animals to dis-

criminate subtle variations in sound source location can

significantly enhance the representation of sound

azimuths in rat primary auditory cortex [34]. This is

reflected in sharper azimuth-selective tuning curves

and more evenly distributed best angles of cortical

neurons in anesthetized rats. Previously it had been

shown that cortical azimuth representation was enhanced

while animals were performing a spatial task [56]. This

sharpening was interpreted as a generalized effect of

arousal or of active listening. Extensive training or experi-

ence with a localization task may transfer these short-term

gains into long-term benefits, as is, for example, also

reflected in early-blind cats that show sharpened auditory

spatial tuning of neurons [57].

Binaural processing of sounds is not only relevant for

sound localization ability but also is involved in other

sound processing aspects, such as detecting signals in

background noise. Frequency alignment of binaural cor-

tical inputs can undergo significant plasticity [58–60].

Mild asymmetric sensory-neural hearing loss (SNHL)

in squirrel monkeys resulted initially in misalignment

of the ear-specific inputs for frequency and response

thresholds in primary auditory cortex in AI contralateral

to the peripheral lesion: CF and thresholds of the ipsi-

lateral (normal) input and contra-lateral (impaired) input

to primary auditory cortex were misaligned in the SNHL-

affected frequency range, resulting in a distorted fre-

quency map for the contralateral input whereas the ipsi-

lateral input map appeared normal. Slow reorganization of

the cochleotopic map in AI following the SNHL over

several months resulted in a gradual realignment of ipsi-

lateral and contra-lateral inputs in the hemisphere con-

tralateral to the hearing loss [58]. This ‘reactive’ plasticity

cannot be predicted by simple injury/deafferentation

propagation models of the auditory periphery [61–64].
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156
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Realignment of inputs for restoring binaural integration

may be enhanced by homeostatic as well as some associ-

ative influences on cortical plasticity. Re-establishing the

alignment of corresponding parameters from the two ears

in cortical binaural integration enabled by central plastic

changes can overwrite a faithful replication of peripheral

response properties such as response sensitivity or per-

ipheral frequency mapping [58–60].

Categorical representation

An important function expected to occur in cortical

processing is the emergence of object-based processing

in contrast to purely acoustics-based processing. Thus,

auditory cortex might be involved in processing stimuli

beyond simple feature detection, combining sound com-

ponents across frequency and over time to generate

representations of complex, potentially even categorical

patterns in the auditory environment [65,66�]. Plasticity

in early auditory cortical stations may contribute to such

a transition. Exposure to naturalistic complex sounds

during maturation improves cortical selectivity for spec-

tro-temporally complex features of specific sounds, and

improves the stimulus processing in the cortex for their

specific, selective representations [67�]. At the neuronal

population level, more neurons were involved in repre-

senting the whole set of experienced complex sounds,

although fewer neurons actually responded to each indi-

vidual sound, but with greater response magnitudes.

Cortical neurons also became more tolerant to natural

acoustic variations associated with stimulus context and

sound renderings, thus signifying an emergent ‘categ-

orical’ representation of complex experienced sounds

[67�].

A similar plastic change in the encoding of species-

specific vocalization, such as pup calls, was observed in

the auditory cortex of mice with maternal experience [53].

In contrast to naı̈ve female mice, the cortical representa-

tion of vocalizations in mothers was enhanced and pro-

vided a better detection and discrimination ability of

these, suddenly behaviorally highly relevant, sounds.

Cortical plasticity, even in primary auditory areas, does

not appear solely reliant on sound statistics but also can

contribute to the emergence of a more complex, category-

sensitive form of sound representation that likely requires

top-down regulation.

Synchrony

Correlated activity between neurons in auditory cortex

has been widely observed and is likely related to import-

ant aspects of stimulus encoding and the propagation of

information in auditory cortex [68–70]. Changes in the

correlated activity or synchrony between pairs of neurons

have been observed in learning, suggesting that a

temporally tight interaction in local and distributed cell

ensembles is a relevant feature of adaptive circuit

plasticity [71,72�]. Experience-dependent increases in
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156 
synchrony appear to be most prominent at the beginning

of the learning process but return to pre-training values

weeks after the experience [73–77]. This initial increase

in synaptic connections likely enables the network to

restructure [77].

Broadening or shrinking a receptive field is often but not

always associated with increasing or decreasing syn-

chrony. Pairing tone trains of different carrier frequencies

with nucleus basalis stimulation increases receptive field

size without increasing synchronization, and environmen-

tal enrichment increases synchronization without increas-

ing receptive field size [78]. The observation that

receptive fields and synchronization can be manipulated

independently suggests that common inputs are only one

of many factors shaping the strength and temporal pre-

cision of cortical synchronization and supports the hy-

pothesis that precise neural synchronization contributes

to sensory information processing [78].

Mechanisms of map plasticity
Although representational maps of auditory features

remain plastic throughout the lifespan, the ‘rules’ for

transforming particular patterns of auditory experience

into map reorganization appears to change between

infancy, adulthood, and old age. During a period begin-

ning at the onset of hearing and ending at some time

before sexual maturity, passive experience with particu-

lar patterns of sound in the ambient environment is

sufficient to induce specific and enduring effects on

spatially organized sound features. For example, rearing

rodents in an acoustic environment containing repeat-

ing bursts of pure tones at a single frequency is associ-

ated with a specific and enduring over-representation of

the exposure frequency in AI [79,80]. The develop-

mental plasticity mediating the effect of short-term

passive tone exposure occurs during a brief window

beginning on postnatal day 11 and ending on day 14

[81,82�]. Although pure tone rearing has also been

associated with tonotopic remapping in subcortical

auditory nuclei [83,84], these changes can require

longer exposure periods and are more transient than

tonotopic map plasticity in AI, suggesting that the

cortex may be the primary site of plasticity [82�,85].

In contrast to the early and brief sensitive period for

tonotopic map reorganization, the developmental win-

dows governing plasticity for higher-order auditory fea-

tures, such as frequency modulated directional tuning

or binaural sound localization cues, are comparatively

delayed and protracted [59,60,86–90]. This organization

suggests an unsupervised bootstrapping process where

auditory cortical maps are fine-tuned by experience

through a cascade of overlapping sensitive periods, with

each successive window modifying representational

features of greater complexity, as has also been demon-

strated both for primary visual cortex development

[91,92] and infant language acquisition [93].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Whereas statistical patterns in passively experienced

sound can radically change map organization in the devel-

oping cortex, the repeated presentation of artificial and

intrinsically meaningless sounds in adult animals gener-

ally have no long-term effect on map organization unless

they reliably predict aversive or appetitive reinforcement

[28,30,31,94]. These observations prompted a reconcep-

tualization of developmental and adult plasticity as more

accurately representing successive epochs of exposure-

based and reinforcement-based plasticity, respectively

[95,96]. However, as the exception that ultimately proves

the rule, Eggermont and colleagues have shown a surpris-

ing and profound tonotopic reorganization in adult cats

passively exposed to moderate intensity acoustic stimuli

that aggregate spectral energy into a restricted frequency

band [97–102]. Though ostensibly at odds with findings

that underscore the stability of the adult map, both sets of

findings can be reconciled by a unified framework for

topographic map plasticity founded on neurobiological

mechanisms rather than teleological categories.

Recent evidence suggests that GABAergic tone, rather

than age per se, regulates the effects of passive sound

exposure on cortical map organization. Shortly after the

onset of hearing, GABA-mediated two-tone suppression

is weak [103], GABAA receptor subunit composition is

immature [104], and inhibitory synaptic currents are

sluggish [105] with frequency tuning that is not yet

precisely co-registered with excitation [106]. As sound-

evoked inhibition becomes sharper and more robust,

repeated exposure to pure tones is no longer able to

induce a long-term remodeling of frequency tuning

[106]. Rearing young rats in unmodulated narrow band

noise prevents the normal maturation of GABAergic

parvalbumin-positive interneurons in map regions corre-

sponding to the frequency range of the noise band and

extends the sensitive period window for tonotopic map

plasticity [107]. Importantly, chronic moderate intensity

noise exposure in adult animals, like that used in the

Eggermont studies, also decreases cortical parvalbumin

expression levels back to that observed in young animals

and reinstates the tonotopic plasticity induced by pure

tone rearing that is otherwise only observed during the

first days after hearing onset [41,104]. Thus, the dimin-

ishing effect of passive sound statistics on map organiz-

ation in older animals is better conceptualized as a

readout for the maturational state of GABA circuits rather

than a switch between unsupervised passive exposure and

reinforced attended learning. Unlike trains of tone bursts,

which feature sharply defined onsets and offsets, chronic

exposure to unmodulated noise can specifically reduce

GABAergic tone in the cortex, thereby permitting map

reorganization according to the statistics of passively

experienced sound. GABAergic tone ebbs once again

in the auditory cortex of rats near the end of their lifespan

[108]. This suggests that the basic functional architecture

of the auditory cortex may be particularly susceptible to
www.sciencedirect.com 
the statistical properties of ambient sound in the very

young, very old, in young adults chronically exposed to

moderate levels of featureless noise (e.g. factory floors),

and potentially in neurological conditions typified by an

imbalance in cortical inhibition such as aging [105], aut-

ism [109], schizophrenia [110], brain trauma [111], and

hearing loss [112�,113].

Intriguingly, several recent findings suggest that a brief

and specific relaxation of GABAergic tone may also

enable sustained shifts in sound frequency tuning that

accompany reinforced learning paradigms in normal adult

animals. It is now well established that pairing passive

tone presentation with electrical stimulation of nucleus

basalis, a heterogenous collection of cells in the basal

forebrain believed to encode novel or behaviorally mean-

ingful stimuli [114], can induce striking changes in AI

tuning curves and tonotopic maps [115,116]. By measur-

ing synaptic receptive fields of AI neurons before and

after repeated pairing of a single tone frequency with

basalis stimulation, Froemke and colleagues demon-

strated that acetylcholine release from basalis neurons

rapidly reduced the strength of inhibition at the paired

tone frequency, followed by a progressive enhancement

of excitatory currents at the paired frequency [117]. Thus,

a surge of acetylcholine in the auditory cortex was shown

to plastically remodel the frequency tuning of an AI

neuron, yet the first stage in this process was a highly

specific and rapid reduction in synaptic inhibition at what

would become the newly acquired preferred frequency.

The neural circuitry integrating environmental reinforce-

ment signals, acetylcholine release, intracortical inhi-

bition, and AI tuning dynamics was recently

illuminated in a landmark study by Letzkus and col-

leagues [6��]. By isolating a local network of layer 1

interneurons, layer 2/3 parvalbumin-positive inter-

neurons, and layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons, Letzkus and

colleagues revealed a disinhibitory microcircuit that trans-

lates the co-occurrence of acoustic stimulation and foot-

shock into a specific remodeling of cortical frequency

tuning associated with the behavioral manifestation of

learned fear. Thus, while cholinergic input from the basal

forebrain may play a critical role in remodeling adult

auditory cortex receptive fields and maps under con-

ditions of heightened attention and reinforced learning,

its influence may ultimately be mediated through the

regulation of GABA circuits.

Although inhibitory synapses may be a critical gatekeeper

of plasticity in the developing and adult cortex, it is not

the only mechanism involved in remodeling cortical

maps. Shortly after hearing onset, non-neuronal extra-

cellular matrix elements may also play an important role

in stabilizing the physical geometry of developing

synapses and closing sensitive period windows for cortical

map plasticity. For example, perineuronal nets of extra-

cellular matrix proteins such as chondroitin sulfate
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156
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proteoglycans progressively envelop cortical neurons

during an early period of hearing, thereby restricting

neurite motility [118] and imposing a molecular brake

on experience-dependent plasticity [119]. The early sen-

sitive period tonotopic map plasticity corresponds to a

period of marked dendritic spine maturation on thalamor-

ecipient AI neurons. Gene-targeted deletion of Icam5, a

negative regulator of spine maturation in the forebrain,

accelerates the time course of AI spine development and

reduces the normal 3 day window for tonotopic map

plasticity to a single day [82�]. The brief developmental

window for AI tonotopic map plasticity may also be

regulated by long-term potentiation and depression of

thalamocortical synapses. Recent evidence shows that

thalamocortical synaptic plasticity is lost but not gone

after an early period of infant development [120]. Tha-

lamocortical synaptic long-term potentiation can be res-

cued in acute slices from the adult auditory cortex when

cortical disinhibition is paired with concomitant acti-

vation of cholingeric nucleus basalis axons, suggesting

a separate type of cholinergic gating mechanism for map

reorganization in developing and adult brains [121�].

Interpreting map plasticity
Plastic changes in cortical neurons have been associated

with learning, expression of memory and modified sen-

sory perception. In developing animals, passive exposure

to a repeated sound frequency is associated with a loss of

perceptual acuity for frequencies within the expanded

map region and enhanced discrimination ability for

under-represented sound frequencies positioned near

the edges of the topographic distortion [80]. By contrast,

adult plasticity associated with behavioral conditioning,

reflected in the extent of map expansion, also appears to

correlate with improvements in behavioral performance

and resistance to behavioral extinction, suggesting that

the degree of plasticity may determine the strength of

learning [9,28,35,36,122,123�]. While frequency map

expansion, as we discussed, captures only a fraction of

the changes that plasticity impresses on the functional

properties of neurons and the whole network, the

interpretation of plasticity through map expansion alone

does serve as a simple metaphor.

Learning and map plasticity

Plasticity mechanisms encompass aspects of both associ-

ative re-tuning of receptive fields and homeostasis of cells

and networks. Changes to specific inputs must be coor-

dinated within neural networks to ensure that excitability

and feature selectivity are appropriately configured for

perception of the sensory environment. Pairing acoustic

stimuli with microstimulation of nucleus basalis can

induce long-lasting enhancements and decrements to

rat primary auditory cortical excitatory synaptic strength.

Positive and negative synaptic modifications were shown

to maintain a zero-sum across the entire receptive field,

thereby changing tuning functions while balancing mean
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156 
excitation and relative functional stability of the neuron’s

activity and its role in the network [124�]. In addition,

associative plasticity was shown to reduce overall

response variability in later stages of the plastic process

while increasing variability in the initial stages. The

decreased response variability is associated with

increased detection and recognition of near-threshold

or previously imperceptible stimuli. This was demon-

strated in behavioral tests of a tone detection task [124�].
Thus, brief modification of cortical inputs can lead to

wide-scale synaptic changes, which enable improved

sensory perception and enhanced behavioral perform-

ance, while maintaining a homeostatically viable network.

Cortical map plasticity has been considered a key sub-

strate of perceptual and skill learning. A recent study

measured perceptual ability after pairing tones with

stimulation of the cholinergic nucleus basalis to induce

auditory cortex map plasticity outside of a behavioral

context [36]. Pairing nucleus basalis stimulation with a

low-frequency tone before discrimination training began

was sufficient to accelerate learning of the task. However,

nucleus basalis stimulation in already well-trained

animals did not improve discrimination performance.

Furthermore, several weeks after the training, the initial

map expansion faded and the tonotopic map reverted to

normal size but the discrimination performance did not

decline. The result was interpreted as map expansion

improving learning, perhaps enabling the acquisition of

the improved discrimination behavior, but that the

expansion was not necessary for maintaining good per-

formance in the perceptual discrimination task in the long

run [36]. The authors propose a map expansion-renorma-

lization model of plasticity and learning that necessitates

changes in the network beyond expansion alone, such as

synaptic and dendritic changes [75,76], that maintain the

altered functional improvements of the neurons even

after the expansion has vanished. Therefore, it is pro-

posed that map plasticity is involved in learning but not

memory formation [25]. Temporary map expansion may

increase the diversity of auditory filter types as well as

response variance [125,126] thus enabling associative

selections to form a sparse code with low response varia-

bility following renormalization and network stabiliz-

ation. The observed increase in synchrony that can

accompany map expansion and reduction of synchrony

when the expansion has faded [78] underscores the

potential value of diversity in feature tuning properties

in the initial stages of associative learning.

Memory and map plasticity

Arguments that map plasticity is not so much related to

perceptual learning but is rather linked with the for-

mation of memory have also received further experimen-

tal evidence. For example, learned associations between a

particular tone frequency and reward results in a over-

representation of the conditioned frequency in the
www.sciencedirect.com
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tonotopic map [28], where the degree of expansion is

correlated with the degree of proficiency in the auditory

task [9,28], but also on how motivated the animal was to

receive reward [122]. This relationship supports the pro-

posal that sound representations at the cortex are con-

tinuously modulated by past experience, and indicates

that the amount of gain in representational area is a likely

candidate for the salience of associative memory [26].

Determination of tonotopic maps after an extinction pro-

cedure (withholding the expected reward and, thus, gradu-

ally eliminating the conditioned behavior) revealed that

the strength of the memory (expressed in the speed of the

extinction progress) was positively correlated with the area

representing the frequency of the training stimulus [123�].
A further link between memory expression and map size

expansion was demonstrated by expanding the tonotopic

map in AI of rats by pairing a tone with activation of nucleus

basalis, mimicking the effects of natural associative learn-

ing [127�]. Remodeling of AI produced de novo specific

behavioral memory, but neither memory nor plasticity was

consistently located at the frequency of the paired tone.

Rather, the authors found a specific match between indi-

vidual subjects’ area of expansion and the tone that was

strongest in each animal’s memory, as determined by post-

training frequency generalization gradients. This was

interpreted as a demonstration that directly remodeling

sensory cortical maps is sufficient for the specificity of

memory formation [26,127�].

Central auditory pathologies and map
plasticity
Given the links between cortical organization and sound

perception, pathophysiological reorganization of the audi-

tory cortex has been directly linked to several hearing

disorders. Otitis media is the most commonly diagnosed

pathology in children [128]. In approximately 12% of

children with otitis media, the accumulation of mucin

in the middle ear cavity is severe enough to cause bouts of

moderate conductive hearing loss that can last for weeks

to months at a time [129]. These children are at signifi-

cantly greater risk to develop a constellation of brain-

based binaural hearing impairments in later life collec-

tively known as amblyaudia (named after its visual analog,

amblyopia, for review see [130]). Importantly, binaural

impairments often persist long after the middle ear effu-

sion has cleared and children are judged to be audiome-

trically normal. By introducing a reversible monaural

occlusion at various stages of postnatal development in

rats, researchers were able to observe a large-scale remap-

ping in AI — but not the inferior colliculus — that greatly

enhanced tonotopically organized inputs from the non-

deprived ipsilateral ear, suppressed and distorted the

tonotopic organization from the developmentally

deprived contralateral ear, and strongly disrupted normal

sensitivity for interaural level differences [59]. A recent

follow-up study induced a brief middle ear disruption at
www.sciencedirect.com 
several experimentally determined milestones during the

first week of hearing in postnatal life. By measuring

binaural selectivity in AI 1 week after normal hearing

was restored, it was revealed that binaural integration was

shaped by imbalanced binaural experience during two

early sensitive periods, such that monaural deprivation

before P16 disrupted the co-registration of interaural

frequency tuning, whereas monaural deprivation on

P16, but not before or after, disrupted ipsilateral inter-

aural level difference sensitivity contained in long-

latency spikes [60]. Thus, much like the effects of mon-

aural lid suture on the development of coordinated bin-

ocular tuning in the primary visual cortex, early binaural

experience may calibrate the central auditory circuits that

support spatial hearing during sensitive periods for

binaural integration in the auditory cortex.

AI map dysregulation has also been linked to tinnitus, the

phantom ringing of the ears that can accompany the

degeneration of cochlear hair cells and/or spiral ganglion

neurons. Lesioning hair cells at the high-frequency base

of the cochlea is associated with an expansion of spared

frequencies at the edge of the lesioned zone and dis-

organized, high-threshold receptive fields in deafferented

map regions. Whole cell recordings from neurons within

the deafferented zone exhibit hyperexcitability and an

abnormal balance of synaptic excitation and inhibition

[131,132]. Transferring acoustically traumatized cats to an

acoustic environment containing high intensity tone com-

plex centered on the lesion frequencies prevents the

tonotopic distortion in AI [133]. Alternatively, pairing

tonal stimuli near the lesion frequency with electrical

stimulation of the vagus nerve, an upstream activator of

the cholinergic basal forebrain and other neuromodu-

latory centers, also normalizes AI tonotopy and mitigates

behavior consistent with tinnitus [134�].

Network stability and map plasticity
Associative learning and Hebbian plasticity alter and

potentially destabilize the properties of neuronal net-

works. Destabilizing influences can be counteracted by

a number of homeostatic plasticity mechanisms with the

goal to stabilize neuronal activity. Homeostatic regulation

of neuronal excitability refers to the collective phenom-

ena by which neurons alter their intrinsic or synaptic

properties to maintain a target level of electrical activity

[135]. Hebbian and homeostatic plasticity often target the

same molecular substrates, such as synaptic strengths,

changes in neuronal excitability, and the regulation of

synapse number, but may have opposing effects on

synaptic or neuronal properties [136].

A recent study of the role of homeostatic synaptic

plasticity in the development and refinement of fre-

quency representations in mouse primary auditory cortex

used the tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) knockout

(KO), a mutant mouse with impaired homeostatic but
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156
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Mechanisms and unsolved mysteries underlying auditory cortical map reorganization. (a) Tonotopic best frequency (BF) map reconstructed from �50

extracellular multiunit recording sites from the middle layers of mouse AI, each spaced �100 mm apart (data from [18]). In addition to receiving heavy

feedforward sensory input from the medial geniculate body, AI tonotopic organization is influenced by long-range neuromodulatory inputs such as

dopaminergic (DA) inputs from the ventral tegmental area [141], noradrenergic (NA) inputs from locus coeruleus [142], serotonergic inputs from the

dorsal raphe (5-HT) [143], glutamatergic inputs from the frontal cortex [144], and cholinergic (ACh) input from nucleus basalis [49]. Of these systems,

retuning of auditory response properties by cholinergic modulation is by far the best understood. (b) Recent research has described a cortical

microcircuit that translates associative learning cues from nucleus basalis into lasting reorganization of auditory response properties. During auditory

fear learning, nociceptive inputs activate basalis afferents innervating layer I of auditory cortex, which excite layer I interneurons via nicotinic ACh

receptors. These interneurons, in turn, inhibit parvalbumin+ interneurons in layer 2/3, thereby disinhibiting layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons and enabling

plastic reorganization of sound-related excitatory inputs conveyed from layer IV neurons. However, basalis afferents also convey associative learning

signals to deeper layers of the auditory cortex, where their effects are thought to be mediated by muscarinic ACh receptors. More work will be needed

to reconstruct the organization of parallel microcircuits that translate basalis signals into plasticity of the deeper input/output layers of AI. (c) The

synaptic basis for associative retuning of frequency selectivity has been characterized in experiments that isolate excitatory and inhibitory synaptic

conductances onto AI neurons before and after a single tone frequency is repeatedly paired with electrical stimulation of nucleus basalis [117]. Before

pairing, tone-evoked synaptic excitation and inhibition are precisely co-tuned for frequency. Within minutes of pairing, sound-evoked inhibition is

selectively weakened at the paired frequency, followed by an intermediate unbalanced period when excitation has shifted to the paired frequency but

inhibition is disorganized. Within an hour after pairing, synaptic excitation and inhibition have co-registered and remain tuned to the paired frequency

for at least several hours before returning to their pre-pairing baseline tuning absent further bouts of associative learning cues from basalis. (d) Auditory

maps can also be reorganized through non-associative plasticity mechanisms. For instance, within minutes following exposure to intense noise,

spectral and temporal organizations of sound-evoked inhibitory synaptic inputs are dysregulated, producing poorly selective ‘noisy’ receptive field

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:143–156 www.sciencedirect.com
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normal Hebbian plasticity [137]. These mice develop

weaker tonal responses and incomplete frequency repres-

entations. TNF-a KOs lacked homeostatic adjustments

of cortical responses following exposure to multiple fre-

quencies. This sensory over-stimulation resulted in com-

petitive refinement of frequency tuning in wild-type

controls, but broadened frequency tuning in TNF-a

KOs. Thus, homeostatic plasticity plays an important role

in gain control and competitive interaction in sensory

cortical development.

Another study used Dlx1�/f;I12b-Cre mutant mice

(cKO) to study the homeostatic plasticity effects of a

partial loss of dendrite-targeting interneurons on auditory

cortical processing [138]. These animals have normal

peripheral hearing but an �30% reduction in mostly

dendrite-targeting interneurons (DTIs), including

SOM+, NPY+, CR+, and VIP+ interneurons, that devel-

ops near the end of the sensitive period in auditory cortex.

After the interneuronal loss, receptive field sizes were

slightly reduced in single units from core areas of auditory

cortex in cKO mutants due to higher thresholds and

narrower bandwidths. The reduction in cortical receptive

field size may be a general response to the loss of

dendrite-targeting inhibition and may reflect a decreased

ability of cortico-cortical connections to drive responses.

Overactivity to normal stimuli developed following the

loss of DTIs and responses became less sparse combined

with an increase in baseline firing rates and seizure-like

activity. To prevent extraneous hyperactivity that would

render the network unstable, this compensation would

replicate a state of tonic DTI inhibition. When faced with

a change in the homeostatic state, such as an occurrence

of hyperactivity, cortical rebalancing plasticity of the

network activity may sacrifice connectivity and compu-

tational power for stability [138]. These processes may

interfere with potential goals of other bottom-up or top-

down plasticity purposes, such as memory formation or

enhancing perceptual performances.

Conclusions and future directions
All neocortical areas feature a patchwork of gradients

and modules that provide a spatial framework for orga-

nizing neurons with similar feature tuning. The audi-

tory cortex features a smooth one-dimensional gradient

of preferred frequency studded with circumscribed

islands of neurons with similar spectral bandwidths,

intensity preferences, or binaural selectivity. As animals

accumulate experience with sound, the boundaries of
(Figure 1 Legend Continued) organization [145]. Over the course of several

cochlear lesion [64,131] in a manner that may depend on homeostatic plastic

as modulation from nucleus basalis [146]. (e) Additional work will be needed 

renormalization following auditory deafferentation. For instance, compensato

a reduced afferent signal, by changing the balance of synaptic excitation (E) a

through changing the levels or type of voltage-gated ion channels, as has be

activity levels [147,148], but not in the cortex.
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these feature representations dilate and contract and

the tuning properties for individual neurons contained

therein can shift rather dramatically in their preference

and tolerance.

The cause and control of these plastic changes is

diverse (see Figure 1), including bottom-up maturational

plasticity, top-down associative/learning/reward-based

plasticity, bottom-up ‘reactive’ plasticity (e.g. following

distal deafferentiation, or long-term sound exposure), and

local homeostatic plasticity. Although there is overlap

between these not very strict categories, the control

loops/recurrent networks that govern these processes

are likely different with specific sensing, control, and

actuating elements and networks. It remains to be seen

whether their control and expression are independent and

whether pathology and aging affect them differently.

The functional interpretations of the various map

plasticity effects and their consequences in terms of

behavioral corollaries and learning as well as other cog-

nitive aspects also remain unsettled and require further

attention in studies that combine mechanistic, functional

and cognitive components.

Organizational constructs such as topographic maps and

modules are not the only types of spatially organized

neuronal networks, they just happen to be the ones

most amenable to microelectrode recordings from the

middle layers of anesthetized animals. Newer

approaches to optical physiology are revealing dynamic

neuronal assemblies for auditory feature representa-

tions in multiple cortical layers that are organized at

finer spatial scales and reorganize on more rapid

temporal scales than can be resolved through traditional

microelectrode mapping [66�,77,139]. Studies of this ilk

are bound to reveal new circuit architectures built from

dozens of neurons that form and reform on more rapid

time scales to support long-term modifications of

modules and maps.

Recent findings drive home the point that the auditory

cortex does not sit at the top of a sensory processing

hierarchy, but instead is linked into a distributed heter-

archical network of brain areas that complement and in

many ways complete and enhance the function of the

classically defined central auditory pathways. For

instance, tonotopically organized projections from AI

innervate discrete modules of striatal neurons with well
 weeks, AI neurons become re-tuned to sound frequencies bordering the

ity mechanisms [137] rather than associative plasticity mechanisms such

to unveil the specific homeostatic mechanisms that enable receptive field

ry plasticity could be supported by scaling up postsynaptic responses to

nd inhibition (I), or by altering the intrinsic electrical excitability of neurons

en demonstrated in the auditory brainstem following changes in afferent
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defined auditory tuning that directly enable auditory-

based decision making [7��]. Similarly, neurons in the

frontal cortex rapidly acquire auditory sensitivity over

the course of behavioral conditioning [8] that may

enable rapid amplification or attenuation  of auditory

features in AI according to their hedonic value [140].

More information is needed about the various brain

areas that provide modulatory input to the auditory

cortex during active listening and how these perceptual

representations are reformatted into motor commands.

By studying local microcircuits within the auditory

cortex and distributed networks across multiple brain

areas, we will come to appreciate how the functional

organization of the auditory cortex enables a variety of

adaptive behaviors. Spatially organized maps of

auditory feature space provide an essential framework

to investigate these diverse causes and consequences.
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